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Annex

Modifications to the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States

Effective with respect to goods entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for
consumption, on or after June 1, 1998, subchapter III of chapter 99 of
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States is modified by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new U.S. note, subheadings and superior
text thereto, with the language inserted in the columns entitled ‘‘Heading/
Subheading’’, ‘‘Article Description’’, and ‘‘Quota Quantity’’, and upon the
close of June 1, 2002, these provisions and superior text shall be deleted
from the HTS:

‘‘ 7. For purposes of subheadings 9903.11.05, 9903.11.06, and
9903.11.07, the term: ’’European Community’’ means Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.’’

Wheat gluten, whether or not dried, except products of Canada,
of Mexico, of Israel, of beneficiary countries under the Carib-
bean Basin Economic Recovery Act (as enumerated in general
note 7 to this schedule) or of the Andean Trade Preference Act
(as enumerated in general note 11 to this schedule), or of coun-
tries enumerated in general note 4(a) to this schedule as that
note existed on June 1, 1998 (provided for in subheadings
1109.00.10 and 1109.00.90):

9903.11.05 If entered during the period from June 1, 1998, through May
31, 1999, inclusive, in the respective aggregate quantity of
goods the product of a foreign country specified below, after
which no wheat gluten the product of such country may be
entered during the remainder of such period:

Australia ................................................................................. 28,315,000 kg
Europen Community ............................................................. 24,513,000 kg
Other countries ...................................................................... 4,693,000 kg

9903.11.06 If entered during the period from June 1, 1999, through May
31, 2000, inclusive, in the respective aggregate quantity of
goods the product of a foreign country specified below, after
which no wheat gluten the product of such country may be
entered during the remainder of such period:

Australia ................................................................................. 30,014,000 kg
European Community ............................................................ 25,983,000 kg
Other countries ...................................................................... 4,975,000 kg

9903.11.07 If entered during the period from June 1, 2000, through June
1, 2001, inclusive, in the respective aggregate quantity of
goods the product of a foreign country specified below, after
which no wheat gluten the product of such country may be
entered during the remainder of such period:

Australia ................................................................................. 31,814,000 kg
European Community ............................................................ 27,543,000 kg
Other countries ...................................................................... 5,273,000 kg‘‘
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